Dear Faculty

Welcome back to Term 1! It’s been an eventful year. We are all learning new technology, new modes of teaching and trying to keep up with the dynamic changes around us. The Business Librarians’ Team (BLT) is pleased to share with you the inaugural issue of the BIZLIS which highlights current affairs and trends in the business world and the latest happenings from SMU libraries.
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**ISSUE FOCUS: CORONAVIRUS AND ITS FALLOUT**

**IN THE NEWS & ARTICLES**

- Analyzing the impact of the coronavirus crisis on business models
- Viewpoint: The impact of coronavirus on service ecosystems as service mega-disruptions
- I’ll trade you diamonds for toilet paper: Consumer reacting, coping and adapting behaviors in the COVID-19 pandemic
- The potential impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on occupational status, work from home, and occupational mobility
- Does the COVID-19 outbreak mark the onset of a sustainable consumption transition?
- Strategic flexibility analysis of HRD research and practice post COVID-19 pandemic
- Crisis as a plague on organisation: Defoe and A Journal of the Plague Year
- Entrepreneurial uncertainty during the Covid-19 crisis: Mapping the temporal dynamics of entrepreneurial finance
- Effects of COVID-19 on business and research
The future of financial fraud
Why COVID-19 will end up harming the environment
Disruption as a Force for Good? Gender Balance and COVID-19
Coronavirus: who will be winners and losers in new world order?

BLT DESK

Two Minute Survey
BLT is reviewing our presence in LKCSB Lounge for 2021. Let us know your feedback here.

What’s New for Term 1?
The Research Process, is a new elearn course to guide your students to undertake academic research covering topics such as scoping, creating a research question and evaluating resources and more. Preview the course here and let Rajen know if you like to enroll your students. [All Freshmen have already been enrolled].

Change in PG Programme Portfolios

| Sumita (Coordinator) | MCM, MBA, IE-SMU MBA, EMBA, MiM, Blended MiM
| Communication Management, Marketing, Operations Management | Ph.D. Business (Marketing)
| | Ph.D. Business (Operations Management)
| Redzuan | MI, MHCL, DBA-CKGSB, DBA (SJTU), DBA (Local), PhDGM
| Strategy & Organisation, Organisational Behaviour & Human Resources | Ph.D. Business (Strategic Management & Organisation)
| | Ph.D. Business (OBHR)
| Hwee Ming | MAF, MWM, MQF, GMF
| Finance, Quantitative Finance | Ph.D. Business (Finance)

What’s NEW in the Library?
LibKey Nomad
Get your full text faster. Download a new Browser Extension “LibKey Nomad” from the Google Chrome Store. More instructions can be found here.

NEW RESOURCES FOR TEACHING & RESEARCH

The New York Times
WARC
crunchbase
SUSTAINALYTICS
NEW BOOKS
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EVENTS

**ECOSYSTEM EDGE BOOK TALK**

Moderated by Dean, Gerry George, Professor Arnoud De Meyer will discuss themes from his new book.  
Date: September 11 
Time: 3-4pm   Register [HERE](#).

**BITE SIZED WORKSHOPS**

Introductory workshops on topics ranging from Doing Data Science with R, Tableau for Data Visualization, Open Refine and lots more [here](#). Join us or recommend these skills-based workshops to your students.